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One of the ways that the investment test could better take into account 
the value of the investment is a more future-focussed role of option 
value for future participants and consumers, and/or a least regrets 
option. 
For example, when considering a small tactical investment compared 
with a larger one, the decision rule is “maximise net benefits” but the 
larger investments (net beneficial but perhaps not maximal) might open 
up more options / opportunities. Similarly sightly more costly 
investments may be more beneficial from a least regrets perceptive i.e. 
produce overall lower regrets when considering the range of possible 
future scenarios.

We believe the MCP evaluation would be improved by allowing the 
Commission to take a broader consideration of whether investments 
deliver longer term consumer benefits given the uncertainties of the 
transition to a low carbon economy. Specifically allowing for a least 
regrets approach which considers whether the cost of not making a 
transmission investment, given a range of future scenarios, outweighs 
the costs of making the investment.

This could be done by reducing the explicit requirements in the Capex IM, 
but noting the Commission’s expectations in the IM reasons paper. This 
would provide guidance to Transpower on the Commission’s expectations 
while allowing more discretion for us to propose variations that are 
commensurate each MCP. 



We also consider that the investment test (IT) 
undervalues the benefits to future consumers. This 
is due to the high discount rate, and the inability to 
consider any decarbonisation benefits on the 
demand side where transmission investment is able 
to accelerate the connection of renewables relative 
to the counterfactual of no transmission 
investment. Further work is required to determine 
how this could be done in practice, however an 
aggregate estimate of the differential between 
carbon emissions on the demand side under the 
counterfactual and the options with transmission 
investment. 

We consider the IT should be less prescriptive for 
context of greater uncertainty i.e.  greater 
discretion for TP about applying cost and benefits 
and their parameters to ensure the IT can 
accommodate decarbonisation pathways and 
electrification outcomes. 



Adopt a more discretionary approach to the sensitivity 
analysis requirements i.e. the inputs that should be 
subject to sensitivity. Purpose is to allow focus on the 
relevant sensitivities under scenarios that need to 
capture broad uncertainties. Relevant sensitivities 
would be a matter for consultation.

For example, change to Schedule D7(1) could be along 
the lines of:
“Sensitivity analysis means consideration, 
commensurate with the proposed major capex 
proposal, a reasonable range of sensitivities which 
could include varying the following parameters”

Capex IM drafting change “must” to “may” for D7(3)

Developing and running sensitivities is a key part of 
preparing the MCPs. However, these can be resource 
intensive. We consider that we should have more 
discretion to run a targeted selection of the most 
appropriate sensitivities commensurate with the MCP. 



We propose an investment test decision rule under 
“net benefits” instead of “maximises net benefits” 
that allows a least-regrets approach to decision 
making via valuing costs and benefits of  different 
options. [This cost/benefit approach has precedence 
in Part 12 of the Code for grid investment decisions 
e.g. code clause 12.117].  

We suggest that C2 of the Capex IM should simply 
state that “the Commission should evaluate whether 
the MCP demonstrates GEIP.” We believe that at a 
minimum this covers all of the current prescription in 
C2.



All costs and benefits are subject to uncertainty. Our analysis 
uses the investment test settings to derive a range of options 
that can meet the investment need. 
The capex IM was derived from a context of singular 
investments to meet a specific need.  But as our Net Zero 
Grid Pathways (NZGP) analysis tests, investments may be 
needed to meet multiple needs or create multiple 
opportunities.  
The shift for the analytical context means the decision rule 
for investment options test based on “maximise net 
benefits” could foreclose better options. “Better options” 
that create a broader range of flow-on investment 
opportunities and certainty, may be difficult to quantify, for 
existing and future electricity market participants which; and 
widen the consumption choices for current and future 
consumers of electricity. 

If the “unquantified benefits” are to be valued by reference 
to project cost, then we consider a higher %, 30% (instead of 
10%) , would be more appropriate anchor point to identify 
what are “similar” net benefit projects and to allow 
unquantified benefits and some judgement to be used to 
determine the best option. We consider 30% better reflects 
the uncertainty on the costs at the proposal stage.



For NZGP, we started with the current 5 EDGS scenarios and 
processed them into a more granular form to apply the 
investment test. We consulted on those scenario assumptions as 
part of our process. For that process we proposed reasonable 
variations as allowed under the Capex IM to reflect new 
information and industry views.

The EDGS are a good reference point but we would support 
adding some flexibility in the number we use and flexibility to be 
able to propose use of alternative scenarios if they are 
appropriate. In practice some scenarios may be very similar to 
others from a transmission investment perspective so some may 
not produce much in the way of new information to support the 
investment decision. In other cases such as a smaller regional 
demand investigation fewer scenarios (via a low, medium and 
high demand forecast) would likely provide a good coverage of 
potential benefits. 

Another consideration is that modelling cases are multiplicative 
e.g. no. of scenarios X options analysed. Modelling is becoming 
more detailed and resource intensive with the need to take into 
account the impact of new technologies and the impacts of 
higher levels of intermittent generation. Having one less scenario 
to model can lead to a significant reduction in modelling required 
to apply the Investment Test. 



There are two concerns here:
1) Under a P50 approach, early approval of costs creates significant 

uncertainty. 
The shift to a P50 approach (although we note the introduction of low 
incentive rate offsets some of the risk to Transpower) has increased the 
time required to prepare MCP proposals by three to six months. The 
extra time is to get great certainty on the prices. 
We propose that for certainty on how to treat highly uncertain cost 
areas, the Commission should consider introducing a process to better 
balance the risk between Transpower and consumers and speed the 
process up. Possible examples could be by removing incentive penalty/ 
rewards on expenditure up to a P90 level, or introducing an in principle 
decision where the final allowance could be determine by the 
Commission without further consultation if the cost changes are within a 
certain percentage of the overall project costs (and the preferred option 
is still net beneficial). An example of the latter is the Commission use of 
exempt capex for the BOB-OTA decision.

2) Long multifaceted projects (e.g. new lines) have many different stages 
with different implications. We are concerned that the staged process as 
currently articulated will not be viable for these major projects. The 
current clause 3.3.3(1) require “any application by Transpower to the 
Commission for approval of subsequent stages of a major capex project 
(staged) must be made in a new major capex proposal”. 
Our need is for a process where the stages of the proposal can be 
assessed (an approval in principle) but with the Major Capex Allowances 
(MCA)  being approved at a later time to ensure that time is used to 
obtain better costings.  The function of an “approval in principle” is to  
support Transpower obtaining property rights / designations (see next 
slide for an indication of the end-to-end process).  



Indicative high-level process for a new line 

A C R E/D

• Before we can progress very far 
with the consenting and 
designation process we need a 
clear mandate for the need for a 
new line that comes from it being 
part of a Major Capital Project 
approval process. 

• ACRE stands for ‘Area, Corridor, 
Route, Easement’.

• Cost accuracy for the project 
improves through the whole 
process as more information is 
gained.

• Locking in an approved P50-type 
approved cost to early in the 
process exposes Transpower to 
high levels of risk.  

• Any subsequent incentive would 
also likely reflect scope 
uncertainties in the P50 and not 
productive. 
efficiencies/inefficiencies.

• This could be addressed by:
• Moving away from 

approving a P50.
• Enabling approval of  

symmetric exempt capex in 
the MCA.

• The ability to apply for a 
revised MCA.

• A staged process for 
approval of the MCA/MCP 
with subsequent stages 
being significantly less 
onerous.



We do not believe the Capex IM precludes our inclusion of 
resilience expenditure. However, we do not consider the 
characterisation of resilience expenditure is as E&D. E&D,  
being lower value major capex, is demand/generation-
driven investment. 

Expenditure is for risk reduction and readiness to recover. 
Resilience expenditure may  not be driven by condition or 
performance; or to extend economic life. 

The terms asset replacement/refurbishment in the Capex 
IM (under base capex) are too criteria-specific to capture 
some resilience expenditures. 

We think it is beneficial in the shifts of stakeholder attention to resilience (e.g. as a lifeline utility and expectations on both the Commission 
and Transpower under the National Adaption Plan) that resilience expenditure objectives can be identified.  While we could get some 
resilience expenditure under existing base capex categories (for example, when we replace or refurbish assets, we make sure they meet the 
latest standards) we consider resilience is an area where we should be more proactive, to mitigate risks associated with major events, natural 
and otherwise. Climate patterns are changing, and extreme weather events are becoming more common. We also need to continue to stay 
abreast of the risk of cyber-attack and of the existing dangers of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. The grid needs to change to stay resilient 
in this more challenging environment. A starting approach is to identify what is vulnerable/critical and consider what options are most cost-
effective. 

https://environment.govt.nz/assets/publications/climate-change/MFE-AoG-20664-GF-National-Adaptation-Plan-2022-WEB.pdf


Clause 3.2.1. We now propose to remove “consistency with nbt”…The NBT test 
is designed for mcp > $20m driven by demand and generation scenarios. The 
origin for the base capex clause was for reconductoring projects and their 
options analysis does fit with a CBA that maximised net benefits. 
However many replacement investments are driven by condition (and asset 
management strategies) and these are a continuation of existing benefits rather 
than creating new / additional benefits (unless incidentally). 
A “to avoid doubt” clarification that the consultation under 3.2.1 is only for 
discrete projects that are R&R > $20m (not programmes, as programmes are 
consulted and approved under the RCP proposal processes). 

Clause 3.2.3  Clarification whether the “per project” 
approval process (listed/mcp) should be linked to the driver 
of project or outcomes from the project; and whether the 
listed project approach should account for non-grid 
projects? 
• condition driven = listed (noting we think options 

analysis is currently restricted to grid projects)
• demand and generation driven = MCP  

Clause 3.3.3 (1) As earlier raised (slide 8) this clause is 
problematic  and needs to be reviewed for clarity on the 
intent for staging an MCP.  We consider staging was not 
intended to be a sequence of MCPs (as clause 3.3.1(1) 
implies) rather that one mcp is analysed in stages for 
efficiency and better estimation. 
The Commission’s decision and reasoning  (para 249) in 
2018 stated “Staged approvals will better promote 
s52A(1)(b) by more effectively promoting efficiencies in 
delivering major capex projects. This will be achieved by:
249.1 the Commission being able to approve a major 
project allowance with greater confidence in scope and cost 
estimates;
249.2 reducing uncertainty in timing and need date of a 
project; and
249.3 retaining option value to be able to respond to a 
changing environment. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0033/79926/Transpower-capex-IM-review-Decisions-and-reasons-29-March-2018.PDF


We consider sustainability expenditure is not an 
“investment test” issue.  

The clarity we were seeking, and it may not need to 
be in the Capex IM itself, is how the Commission will 
consider investments where it is difficult to justify on 
a purely economic basis, but which our customers/ 
consumers may support.

For example, it is difficult on an economic CBA to 
evaluate biodiversity gains, however we consider 
there is a desire from consumers for improvements in 
our environmental outcomes.


